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Efficient and accurate algorithm for partition function, free energy and thermal entropy calcula-
tions is of great significance in statistical physics and quantum many-body physics. Here we present
an unbiased but low-technical-barrier algorithm within the quantum Monte Carlo framework, which
has exceptionally high accuracy and no systemic error. Compared with the conventional specific
heat integral method and Wang-Landau sampling algorithm , our method can obtain a much more
accurate result of the sub-leading coefficient of the entropy consistent with CFT. This method can
be widely used in both classical and quantum Monte Carlo simulations and is easy to be parallelized
on computer.

Introduction.- Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) is one
of the powerful tools in calculating large-scale and high-
dimensional quantum many-body systems [1–12]. Al-
though many observables, e.g., energy and specific heat,
can be obtained from QMC through sampling the parti-
tion function (PF), the value of the PF itself remains diffi-
cult to calculate directly. To tackle this problem, the spe-
cific heat integral (C-int) method [13] and Wang-Landau
(WL) algorithm [14, 15] have been widely adopted to cal-
culate PF and related quantities, such as free energy and
entropy. The former method crudely calculates the nu-
merical integration of S(T ) = S(∞)−

∫∞
T

C(T ′)/T ′dT ′ to
obtain the entropy S(T ) [16], after which we can calculate
PF indirectly. However, this method usually requires a
plethora of computational resources to lower the systemic
error especially when the specific heat has sharp variation
and huge fluctuation. The key idea of the latter method,
on the other hand, is to achieve the (effective) density of
states of the PF by initially allocating them some default
values, then optimizing them to the real ones by flatten-
ing some histograms [14, 15, 17]. This method suffers
from the problem of error saturation, which prevents us
from achieving a result with arbitrary precision, and its
convergence is not generally controllable [18, 19].

On the other hand, the high-precision PF and its re-
lated quantities, such as free energy and entropy, are
significantly important in numerical calculations since
it means more effective information. For phase transi-
tions no matter within or beyond the Ginzburg-Landau
paradigm, an efficient and accurate way to straightfor-
wardly obtain PF would be crucial, because its (high or-
der) derivative reveals potential phase transitions. The

thermal entropy also relates to the distinctiveness of
many novel condensed matters, such as spin ice [20–23],
topological order [24–29], fracton phases [30–33], etc. Be-
sides, the precision of entropy can even reveal important
intrinsic physics. In conformal field theory (CFT), the
prefactor in front of the sub-leading term of entropy of-
ten carries universal information [34–44]. Even a small
numerical error may make our concerned quantities de-
viate a lot because the sub-leading term is much more
sensitive than the leading one.

In this paper, we present a more accurate and efficient
method for calculating PF, dubbed reweight-annealing
algorithm, within the framework of Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation, either quantum or classical. It is inspired by
thermal and quantum annealing algorithm in the quan-
tum simulation area [45–52] and recent developments of
the incremental trick in the entanglement calculations of
QMC [53–58]. Our method not only has high accuracy
for calculating PF, but is unbiased, easy to implement
and naturally can be parallelized on computer.

Basic idea.- Given a partition function Z(p), where
p = [p1, p2, · · · ] denotes the parameters in the PF such
as the temperature T and some Hamiltonian parameter
s. For example, Fig.1 (a) shows a diagram of the two pa-
rameters. For two different parameter points p′ and p′′,
we define the reweighting ratio which can be measured
in Monte Carlo

Z(p′)

Z(p′′)
=

〈
W (p′)

W (p′′)

〉
p′′

(1)

where W (p′) and W (p′′) denote the weight of the same
configuration under different parameters p′ and p′′, and
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the reweight-annealing method.
(a) Finding a reference point and the annealing path connect-
ing the unknown point to it in the parameter space. T and s
correspond to the thermal and quantum version, respectively;
(b) Using a sampled distribution (red) to represent another
distribution (blue) through reweighting a same configuration.
If these two distributions are close to each other, the effect of
the reweighting would be good since the importance sampling
can approximately be kept.

the subscript indicates the result comes from the MC
simulation under parameter p′′. As an example, we take
p = β, where β denotes the inverse temperature. Under
the framework of stochastic series expansion (SSE), we
can then derive Z(β′)/Z(β′′) = ⟨(β′/β′′)n⟩β′′ , where n is
the number of non-identity operators in the SSE simula-
tion. The details of the Z(β′)/Z(β′′) have been explained
in the supplemental materials (SM).

The second step is to identify a reference point p0,
of which the value of Z(p0) has already been known.
Therefore, by evaluating Z(p0)/Z(p′′), we can directly
determine the value of Z(p′′). In the example that p =
β, apparently Z(0) = dN is pre-knowledge because all
the configurations are equally important at infinite high
temperature, where N and d are the number of particles
and the degree of freedom of a single particle respectively.

However, when p0 and p′′ are far away in the param-
eter space, the value of Z(p0)/Z(p′′) would be close to
zero or infinity, resulting in the problem of inefficiency
and low precision for the MC simulation. This can be
easily understood in the reweighting frame as shown in
Fig. 1 (b). If we want to use a well-known distribu-
tion Z(p′′) =

∑
W (p′′) to calculate another distribution

Z(p′) =
∑

W (p′) via resetting the weight of samplings,
the weight before/after the resetting of the same con-
figuration should be close to each other. It is still an
importance sampling in this sense and requires that p′

and p′′ should be close enough.
Based on this consideration, practically, we divide the

calculation of of Eq. (1) into many steps to enhance
precision, i.e.

Z(p0)

Z(p′′)
=

m∏
k=1

Z(pk−1)

Z(pk)
(2)

where pm ≡ p′′ and Z(pk−1)/Z(pk) → 1 as long as
pk → pk−1. Here, p can be perceived to gradually

change from the point of interest p′′ to the reference point
p0 along a trajectory (annealing path) in the parameter
space, akin to an adiabatic process or annealing as shown
in Fig.1 (a). Therefore by calculating Eq. (2), not only
we are able to achieve a higher precision of Z(p′′), but
concurrently track the variation of PF along this anneal-
ing path. This allows us to further analyze the variation
of the free energy (and its derivatives) of the system.

Apparently, the annealing path that p follows deter-
mines how large m should we need and how p varies to
perform the calculations of Eq. (2). It can be expected
that, similar to conventional thermal annealing or quan-
tum annealing, should the annealing trajectory approach
a critical point, an increased number of divisions would
be necessary in its vicinity. However, we point out that
this actually affects little to our algorithm since numer-
ical simulations only deal with finite system, where the
criticality does not result in significant inefficiency. We
have also verified this point in our simulations. For exam-
ple, in the 2D spin-1/2 XXZ model which we present be-
low, where p = T is the temperature, we implemented an
equal division strategy with step size ∆T = 0.01. With
20000 Monte Carlo samples for each bin, we are able to
achieve a sufficiently smooth curve for further numerical
differentiation. More discussions about the segmentation
are in the section of “Dynamical annealing process”.

Thermal and quantum reweight-annealing- As it shown
in Fig. 1, if p = β, as previously mentioned, the anneal-
ing path connects an unknown inverse temperature point
β′′ to the infinite temperature point β0, which serves as
the reference. For convenience, we call this kind of pro-
cess the thermal reweight-annealing (T-Re-An). Simi-
larly, we can consider the so-called quantum reweight-
annealing (Q-Re-An) by setting p = s, where s comes
from H(s) = sH0 + (1 − s)H1, which is the archetypal
Hamiltonian of quantum annealing with Z(s) = e−βH(s).
Here, H1 correspond to our reference point s = 0, and
we would like to obtain the PF related to H0. We
emphasis that different from the thermal version, the
choice of H1 here is much more flexible. For example,
we can take H1 =

∑
i σ

x
i . Then at the zero tempera-

ture (β → ∞), H1 only has a unique ground state, thus
its thermal entropy is minimized to be zero, resulting in
lnZ(0) = − limβ→∞ βE, where E = −N is the ground
state energy of H1. More details about the T-Re-An and
Q-Re-An scheme can be found in the SM.

Dynamical annealing process.- For the thermal and
quantum reweight-annealing schemes, we provide a dy-
namical strategy to automatically regulate the alteration
of p throughout the annealing process. This not only
serves as an economic way for the division in Eq. (2),
but can avoid the problem of precision loss when differ-
ent r(pk−1,pk) differ by several orders of magnitude in
the computer. For demonstration, we only discuss the
thermal case, i.e. p = β, in this section.

Without loss of generality, we assume βk−1 < βk in
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Eq. (2), and define the rate αk ≡ βk−1/βk < 1. Within
the framework of SSE, we have

Z(βk−1)

Z(βk)
= ⟨αnk

k ⟩βk
(3)

where nk is the number of all non-identity operators in
the SSE simulation, and the subscript βk denotes that
this simulation is performed at the parameter point βk.

The annealing process starts from k = m, and we
require Z(βk−1)/Z(βk) = ϵ < 1, where the choice of
ϵ should match NMC, the number of MC steps we use
for samplings, as the error in MC simulations is propor-
tional to 1/

√
NMC. Next, we set nk ≈ ñk = ΛkβkL

(ΛkβkL
2) for 1D (2D) system, and Λk can be ascer-

tained through the examination of result convergence.
This comes from the fact that in SSE, the energy satisfies
Ek = −⟨nk⟩/βk. Practically, we set Λk to be the same
for all k for convenience. This strategy not only makes
Z(βk−1)/Z(βk) ≈ ϵ for all k, but determines the next step
in the annealing path, i.e. βk−1 = αkβk. The division
will be more sparse when β gets smaller as we expected,
where the thermal fluctuation has destroyed any order
and Z(βk−1)/Z(βk) → 1, which has little contribution to
the result. Apparently, this strategy naturally allows for
parallelization of evaluating different Z(βk−1)/Z(βk) in
Eq. (2). It is also easy to calculate that the number of di-
visions is around (β−β0)ΛL/| ln ϵ| for large L or (β−β0),
where Λk = Λ for all k. Therefore, this dynamical an-
nealing strategy does not require exponentially increasing
number of divisions.
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FIG. 2. For β = 30, the values of lnZ as a function of
the chain length L, where both T-Re-An method and Q-Re-
An method have a perfect match with ED. For example, for
L = 12, the results from the two methods are 251.625(2)
and 251.624(2), respectively, and the exact result is 251.62283
from ED calculations. Attention that here in practical SSE
simulations, the Hamiltonian has a energy shift of −1/4 for
each two-body term.

1D spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain.- As the first exam-
ple, we consider an 1D spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic
(AFM) Heisenberg chain with periodic boundary condi-
tion (PBC) with β = 30 and length L. We use both the
T-Re-An method and the Q-Re-An method to calculate

the PF. For the quantum version, we write

H(s) = s

[∑
i

Si · Si+1

]
+ (1− s)

[ ∑
i∈even

Si · Si+1

]
(4)

where H0 =
∑

i Si ·Si+1 and H1 =
∑

i∈even Si ·Si+1. Ap-
parently, the unique ground state of H1 is a tensor prod-
uct of L/2 singlets, each carrying energy −3/4 (ℏ = 1).
The estimator for Z(s′)/Z(s′′) is ⟨(s′/s′′)nodd⟩s′′ in this
model, with nodd denoting the amount of non-identity
operators acting on all the bonds with odd indices within
the framework of SSE. As it is shown in Fig. 2, both the
results of T-Re-An and Q-Re-An method can match that
of the exact diagonalization (ED) method exceptionally
well for small lengths, which verify the validity of our
methods. The results are also consistent with the expec-
tation that lnZ ∝ L + o(L), where o(L) means higher
order terms which is negligible compared with L. One
may feel this example too trivial and easy to be calcu-
lated. Therefore we introduce the second example which
needs a high-precision to extract the correction of the
sub-leading term in entropy.
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FIG. 3. (a) Thermodynamic entropies S(L) as a function
of L calculated from different algorithms; (b) The lnL term
extracted by calculating 2S(L)−S(2L), and the fitting slope
(dashed green line) here is 1.00(2).

2D LBW-HM.- To further exploit the advantage of our
method, we calculate the thermodynamic entropy of a 2D
lattice Bisognano-Wichmann Heisenberg model (LBW-
HM) [59, 60], the thermodynamic entropy S of the which
at β = 1 provides a good approximation for the Von
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Neumann entanglement entropy of a 2D PBC square
lattice spin-1/2 AFM Heisenberg model under smooth
bipartition [61, 62]. According to the CFT prediction
and previous numerical results [55, 63–65], the coefficient
of sub-leading term of the entropy reflects the number
of Goldstone modes. Here, the thermal entropy of the
LBW-HM at β = 1 should obey S(L) = aL+ b lnL+ c,
and b = nG/2, where nG = 2 is the number of Gold-
stone modes of the 2D spin-1/2 AFM Heisenberg model
[64, 66]. In this context, coarse result of entropy is dis-
favored because the the coefficient b in front of the sub-
leading term is sensitive to errors. We have compared
our method with the specific heat integral (C-int) and
Wang-Landau (WL) algorithm in this example.

Similar to our method, the C-int method also depends
on how many intervals we divide for β. Therefore we
take the same division and Monte Carlo steps to compare
the performance of these two algorithms. As it shown in
Fig. 3, the C-int method has great systemic error because
the number of division is adequate for our method, but
not the C-int method, indicating more computational re-
sources needed for it to achieve better accuracy.

For the WL algorithm, on another hand, the allocation
of total computational resources should not be predeter-
mined as it hinges on when we can achieve a converged
and flat histogram. Fig. 3 shows great error of the re-
sults obtained from the vanilla WL samplings [15]. This
reflects the problem of error saturation, which is intrinsic
in this algorithm due to an approximately flat histogram
and the empirical refinement parameter [18, 19, 67]. An-
other disadvantage of the WL sampling compared with
our method is that it cannot be parallelized: the two sub-
routines for flattening the corresponding histograms be-
fore and after an adjustment of the refinement parameter,
must be executed sequentially. To achieve an arbitrary
precision within the Wang-Landau framework is not easy.
In contrast, our method is much more accessible as we
only need to measure the observable of Z(pk−1)/Z(pk)
in many conventional and mature MC algorithms.

2D XXZ model.- As the last example, we consider a
much more complex model, a 2D spin-1/2 XXZ model
with next nearest neighbor interaction,

H = −
∑
⟨i,j⟩

[2Sz
i S

z
j + Sx

i S
x
j + Sy

i S
y
j ]

−0.2
∑

⟨⟨i,j⟩⟩

[2Sz
i S

z
j + Sx

i S
x
j + Sy

i S
y
j ]. (5)

where ⟨i, j⟩ and ⟨⟨i, j⟩⟩ denotes the nearest and the next
nearest neighbors respectively. The lattice we simulated
is a square lattice with PBC. This model has a finite
temperature 2D Ising phase transition which can be cap-
tured by the second or higher order derivative of the free
energy F = −T lnZ.

For convenience, here we use equal distance of T =
1/β = 0.01 to implement our Re-An method, and it is
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FIG. 4. (a) The second order derivative of the free energy,
∂2F/∂T 2, changes with the temperature T in different system
size. The peak diverges more when the size becomes larger,
which probes the phase transition point here; (b) The Binder
ratios in this model at different sizes intersecting at a point
which is highly consistent with the peak obtained by Re-An
algorithm.

also easy for numerical differentiation. Because a con-
stant factor of the PF does not affect the (higher order)
derivative of F , thus we choose Z(T ∗ = 1.95) as the ref-
erence to replace annealing to a known point. The PF
we gained is actually Z(T )/Z(T ∗) where Z(T ∗) is an un-
known constant. Then we indeed observe a divergent
peak of the second order derivative of the free energy as
shown in Fig. 4(a), which accurately probes the phase
transition point, matching with the intersection point of
Binder ratios R2 = ⟨M4⟩/⟨M2⟩2 of different sizes shown
in Fig. 4(b), where M denotes the magnetization.

This example also inspires us that connecting to a
known point is not necessary when we just need
the second or higher order derivative of free en-
ergy. The data also demonstrate the high-precision of
our method, where the second order derivative is still
smooth and precise.

Summary.- We propose an unbiased algorithm within
Monte Carlo framework, which has low-technical barrier
and no systemic error. The method can be easily imple-
mented for parallel computation and can obtain the value
of partition function, free energy and thermal entropy
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with high precision. The method has two keynotes:
(1) Find a parameter path in whole space (either temper-
ature or external parameter) connecting a known point
and the to-be-solved one. If we only want to calculate the
(high order) derivative of the PF, even fixing an unknown
point as the reference is enough; (2) Annealing along the
path to calculate the final result through a propagation
formula.

We show the advantage of our method via calculating
the thermal entropy of 2D LBW-HM and successfully
extract precise coefficient of the sub-leading term (lnL),
which is consistent with the CFT prediction and catch
the correct number of Goldstone modes. In comparison,
the C-int and the WL sampling both have worse per-
formance. In a 2D XXZ model, the numerical second
derivative of the Re-An data is still smooth and precise,
which accurately probes the phase transition point. Our
method make the efficient and high-precision calculation
of entropy and other related physical quantities accessi-
ble, which can reveal some universal information, such as
CFT, criticality and symmetry breaking.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

(I) Estimators in thermal and quantum
reweight-annealing under the SSE framework

For the thermal case, the estimator of Z(β′)/Z(β′′) is
general, which is

Z(β′)

Z(β′′)
=

1

Z(β′′)
tr{e−β′H}

=
1

Z(β′′)
tr
{∑

n

(
β′

β′′

)n
(β′′)n

n!
(−H)n

}
=

〈(
β′

β′′

)n〉
β′′

(1)

and the subscript denotes that this simulation should be
performed at the inverse temperature β′′.

For the quantum case with H(s) = sH0 + (1− s)H1 =
H1 + s(H0 − H1), Z(s′)/Z(s′′) usually takes the form
⟨(s′/s′′)ns⟩s′′ within the framework of SSE, where ns is
the number of non-identity operators related to (H0 −
H1). For instance, if

H(s) =s

[∑
i

Si · Si+1

]
+ (1− s)

[ ∑
i∈even

Si · Si+1

]
=

∑
i∈even

Si · Si+1 + s

[ ∑
i∈odd

Si · Si+1

] (2)

where H0 =
∑

i Si · Si+1 and H1 =
∑

i∈even Si · Si+1,
then
Z(s′)

Z(s′′)
=

1

Z(s′′)
tr{e−βH(s′)}

=
1

Z(s′′)

∑
α,SM

(
s′

2

)nodd(1

2

)neven

S̃α,M

=
1

Z(s′′)

∑
α,SM

(
s′

s′′

)nodd(s′′

2

)nodd(1

2

)neven

S̃α,M

=

〈(
s′

s′′

)nodd〉
s′′

(3)

where nodd (neven) denotes the amounts of non-identity
operators acting on the bonds with odd (even) indices in
SSE simulation, and

S̃α,M =
βn(M − n)!

M !

M∏
i=1

⟨αi−1|Hai,bi |αi⟩ (4)

corresponds to operator string SM and the propagated
states {α0, α1, . . . αM} along the axis of imaginary time.

(II) Technical details of the annealing process

For the thermal and quantum reweight-annealing
scheme with a scalar parameter p, our target is to com-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physrep.2016.06.008
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physrep.2016.06.008
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pute

Z(p0)

Z(p)
=

〈
W (p0)

W (p)

〉
p

(5)

where p0 is the reference point in the parameter space.
For the models we consider, p0 = 0. Practically, we take
p0 to be a sufficiently small number (e.g. 10−8 in our
paper) in the computer. The adequacy can be checked
by comparing the results with that of a smaller p0 so as
to see whether the results converge.

We first take p = β for illustration and the case that
p = s is similar. The difference will be clarified at the
end of this section. Without loss of generality, we assume
β0 < β. In case that β0 and β are far away in the pa-
rameter space, to ensure importance sampling, we divide
[β0, β] into m intervals [β0, β1], [β1, β2], · · · , [βm−1, βm],
where βm ≡ β, i.e.

Z(β0)

Z(β)
=

m∏
k=1

Z(βk−1)

Z(βk)
(6)

Each interval [βk−1, βk] ought to be sufficiently narrow so
that the distribution at βk can well samples the configu-
rations at βk−1. Otherwise, the sampling process would
be inefficient. Then the natural questions following are
how to partition [β0, β] and the how many intervals we
need for Eq. (6)

It can be expected that if βk and βk−1 are separated
on the two sides of the critical point, we may need a
bulk of samples to estimate Z(βk−1)/Z(βk). However,
we point out that this actually affects little to our al-
gorithm since numerical simulations only deal with finite
system, where the criticality does not result in significant
inefficiency. We have also verified this point in our sim-
ulations. For example, in the 2D spin-1/2 XXZ model,
we implemented an equal division strategy with step size
∆T = 0.01. With 20000 Monte Carlo samples for each
bin, we were able to achieve a sufficiently smooth curve
for further numerical differentiation. However, the strat-
egy that we divide [β0, β] into equal intervals or a geo-
metric progression is not economic. We can expect that
when β → 0 (approaching infinite high temperature), the
division can be more sparse compared to that at low tem-
peratures. Therefore, an economic strategy to divide the
interval is needed.

In addition to the division problem, Z(β0)/Z(β) could
be an exponentially small number exceeding the data
range of computer (e.g. 1.7 × 10−308 ∼ 1.7 × 10308 for
double type data), and we should store ln[Z(β0)/Z(β)]
in the computer. However, simply applying the loga-
rithm to Eq. (6) and converting the multiplication to
addition may lead to precision loss in computer calcula-
tions if ln[Z(βk−1)/Z(βk)] and ln[Z(βk)/Z(βk+1)]s differ
by several orders of magnitude.

To address the two problems above, we present a dy-
namical approach here. Define αk ≡ βk−1/βk < 1, and

within the framework of SSE, we have

Z(βk−1)

Z(βk)
= ⟨αnk

k ⟩βk
(7)

where nk is the number of all non-identity operators in
the SSE simulation. Our dynamical process then starts
from the last point with k = m, and we require

Z(βk−1)

Z(βk)
= ϵ < 1, (8)

where the choice of ϵ should match NMC, the number
of MC steps we use for samplings, as the error in MC
simulations is proportional to 1/

√
NMC.

Next, we set nk ≈ ñk = ΛkβkL (ΛkβkL
2) for 1D (2D)

system, and Λk can be ascertained through the examina-
tion of result convergence. This comes from the fact that
in SSE, the energy satisfies Ek = −⟨nk⟩/βk. Practically,
we set Λk to be the same for all k for convenience. Then
Z(βk−1)/Z(βk) can be obtained from the simulation from

⟨αnk

k ⟩ = ⟨(ϵ1/ñk)nk⟩βk
≈ ϵ, βk−1 = αkβk (9)

Eq. (9) not only requires Z(βk−1)/Z(βk) ≈ ϵ for all k, but
determines the next step in the annealing path. There-
fore, with this dynamical annealing strategy, the division
will be more sparse when β gets smaller.

This strategy actually requires the number divisions of
scale proportional to the system size for large systems.
For the 1D system as an example,

βk−1 = ϵ
1

ΛβkL βk ≈
(
1 +

ln ϵ

ΛβkL

)
βk (10)

or

βk − βk−1 = − ln ϵ

ΛL
(11)

then the number of divisions is around (β−β0)ΛL/| ln ϵ|.
One more thing we have to pay attention is that when

β → 0, we have αk → 0, which will also exceed the range
of a number saved in the computer. Therefore we man-
ually set a lower bound for αk (e.g. minαk = ϵ in our
simulation). The existence of lower bound makes the di-
vision in the region that β → 0) denser than that Eq. (9)
requires. Since most Z(βk−1)/Z(βk) still at the same or-
der of magnitude, e.g. ϵ = 10−2 used for the first two
example in our simulation, and the more divisions when
β → 0 only constitutes a very small proportion, this af-
fects little to the precision. In Fig. 1, we plot the number
of divisions in the T-Re-An method of first example in
our paper for reference, where we take Λ = L.

For the quantum reweight-annealing scheme, we
adopt a similar procedure as introduced above. For
Z(sk−1)/Z(sk) = ⟨(sk−1/sk)

nk,odd⟩sk , we can expect that
when s → 0, the number of the operators of the bonds
with odd indices goes to zero in Eq. (3). Therefore we can
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FIG. 1. The number of divisions in the T-Re-An method of
first example in our paper, where we take β = 30 and Λ = L.

take nk,odd ≈ ñk,odd = ΓkβskL (ΓkβskL
2) for 1D (2D)

system, and we find this hypothetical linear relation on
s is convenient and has sufficiently good performance.
The number of divisions in this case similarly scales with
O(ΓβL) for some uniform Γk = Γ if in 1D system.

(III) Computing entanglement entropy

One important application of our method is to calcu-
late the entanglement entropy in conjunction with the
Bisognano-Wichmann theorem, which offers an excel-
lently approximated functional form to the entanglement
Hamiltonian in systems exhibiting translational symme-
try. We briefly introduce the functional form of 1D/2D
system with periodic boundary condition here.

FIG. 2. Illustration of the LBW Hamiltonian with an ex-
ample of a 2D square lattice with size 2L × L under half
bipartition. The d in Eq. (14) denotes the distance from the
corresponding site/bond to the boundary (the orange dashed
line). The spacing of lattice is taken to be 1.

As it shown in Fig. 2, for an 1D/2D system under

half bipartition (cornerless) with A and B part, if the
Hamiltonian takes the form

H =Γ
∑

x,y,δ=±1

[h(x,y),(x+δ,y) + h(x,y),(x,y+δ)]

+ Θ
∑
x,y

l(x,y)
(12)

with nearest-neighbor coupling Γ and on-site coupling
Θ, then the corresponding lattice Bisognano-Wichmann
(LBW) Hamiltonian H̃A is

H̃A =
2π

v

[ ∑
x,y,δ=±1

[Γxh(x,y),(x+δ,y) + Γyh(x,y),(x,y+δ)]

+ Θx

∑
x,y

l(x,y)

]
(13)

where v denotes the sound velocity and Γ, Θ are modified
to be Γx, Γy, and Θx. For period boundary condition,
we have

Γδ=x,y =
d(L− d)

L

Θx =
d(L− d)

L

(14)

which depend on the distance d to the boundary of the
corresponding bond/site term (See Fig. 2).

With the LBW Hamiltonian H̃A, we can define the
LBW reduced density matrix ρ̃A, which is

ρ̃A ≡ e−H̃A

tr{e−H̃A}
≈ ρA (15)

where ρA is the real reduced density matrix. Therefore
we can compute the Von Neumann entropy S(ρA) by

S(ρA) ≈ −tr{ρ̃A ln ρ̃A} = ⟨H̃A⟩+ ln Z̃A (16)

where ZA ≡ tr{e−H̃A}. Attention that Eq. (16) is exactly
the thermal entropy of H̃A at β = 1. Since it requires
the value of ln Z̃A, our method can thus be used to cal-
culate the Von Neumann entropy of lattice systems with
translational symmetry.

In addition to the LBW-HM model shown in the main
body of the paper, we present another example of the
1D transverse field Ising model (TFIM), and calculate
its Von Neumann entropy at the critical point with the
reweight-annealing method. The exact result is S(L) ∝
(c/3) lnL, where c = 0.5 is the central charge, and our
method gives c ≈ 0.501(4), as it shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. For the 1D TFIM model at the critical point un-
der PBC, the Von Neumann entropy obtained via calculating
the thermal entropy of the corresponding BW-TFIM model at
β = 1. The central charge extracted from our Re-An simula-
tions is c = 0.501(4), which is consistent with the theoretical
result 0.5.
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